The DECKHAND® uses an excavator’s
hydraulics and interchangeable arm types
to safety and efficiently handle pipe and
other material.
Long lasting and proven arm padding
allow users to work confidently with both
coated and non-coated pipe.

DECKHAND® Pipe Handling System
DECKHAND® S and DECKHAND®

DECKHAND® S

 The DECKHAND S® mounts to ANY BRAND of
excavator in the 18-20 metric ton range (Common
examples: Caterpillar models 318 and 320). The
DECKHAND® mounts to ANY BRAND of excavator in
the 20-36 metric ton range. (Common examples:
Caterpillar models 320 and 330.
 In-Cab Display allows operator to safely monitor and
adjust all functions, hydraulic pressures and volumes
from the comfort of the excavator cab.
 Designed with load holding valves so that pipe is held
securely regardless of hydraulic pressure.
 Requires auxiliary one way flow hydraulic circuit on
excavator.

Long lasting and proven arm wear
pads allow users to work confidently
with coated or non-coated pipe.

 DECKHAND S® tilts 0 to 25 degrees along main
beam, DECKHAND® tilts 0 to 19 degrees along main
beam.
 Shifts pipe side to side up to 5.5”
Additional Features:

 Touchscreen display for easy in-cab adjustment
(DECKHAND S® only).
 Lift light system with proximity sensors and
transducers keeps operator informed ensuring a safe
lift every time.
 Optional stick-mounted camera allows operator to see
in even the most difficult spaces.

CRC-Evans Pipeline Equipment

DECKHAND®

DECKHAND® L and XL
 Patented Pipe Arm design assures that
adjacent pipes are never disturbed when
picking up roped pipe from a pile or stack.

DECKHAND® L
Safe and versatile for main line
pipe handling, outperforming all
existing pipe handling methods.

 Pipe Arm wear pads insure that coated pipe
is NEVER damaged.
 The DECKHAND® L mounts to ANY BRAND
excavator in the 40-49 metric ton range.
(Common examples: Caterpillar 345 and
349.) The DECKHAND® XL mounts to ANY
BRAND excavator in the 60-75 metric ton
range. (Common examples: Caterpillar 365
and 374.)
 In-Cab Display allows operator to safely
monitor and adjust all functions, hydraulic
pressures and volumes from the comfort of
the excavator cab.
 Designed with load holding valves so that
pipe is held securely regardless of hydraulic
pressure.
 Tilts 0 to 15 degrees along main beam.

DECKHAND® XL
Handles the largest and
heaviest pipe with ease.

 Shifts pipe side to side up to 5.5”
Additional Features:

 Proximity light with sensors keeps operator
informed ensuring a safe lift every time.
 Optional stick-mounted camera allows
operator to see in even the most difficult
spaces.
 Requires auxiliary one way flow hydraulic
circuit on excavator and dedicated case
drain line.

For detailed quotations please contact CRC-Evans sales
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Disclaimer

Although great care has been taken in compiling the information contained in this catalogue, CRC-Evans does not accept
responsibility for the consequences of any errors, nor for the effects of any subsequent changes made by the various sources of data.
Dimensions and weights provided for reference only. Dimensions, specifications and weights can vary depending upon final
configuration of the equipment. Please contact CRC-Evans to confirm final weights and dimensions prior to shipment.
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